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Our 2021/2022 Prudent and Practical
7-Phase Electoral Game Plan
I address you herein not to continue the endless criticism and griping about our nation’s
problems large and small, because I am as fed-up with the constant bad news as you are folks.
Rather, we are here to consider that We the People have the Constitutional Authority and
Electoral Responsibility to step-in and firmly correct this leadership crisis for the Common
Good. And I mean starting now in 2021 and electorally targeting the November 2022
Congressional Election cycle.
Be aware that while this Electoral challenge will begin with the 2022 Congressional Election, it
will necessarily continue into the 2024, 2026, and possibly the 2028 National election cycles.
So, let us take a first look at the Electoral Plan on how we will confront this crisis. This provides
the prudent and practical framework for what we will accomplish over the next year. More
details will be provided in the coming months, but we have a workable electoral plan.
o

o

o

o

Relevant Words of Warning from the Declaration of Independence
The following is the second paragraph of the Declaration of Independence. Its revolutionary
words from July 4, 1776 grimly apply to the political environment we are facing in 2021.
Granted that we are not currently fighting a foreign adversary, as our national ancestors were.
However, the dictatorial leaning of the Republican Party leadership needs to be confronted for
the sake of American Democracy. Please consider the bolded words.
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life,
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.–That to secure these rights, Governments are
instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, –That
whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of
the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation
on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most
likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that
Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and
accordingly all experience hath shewn, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while
evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are
accustomed.
o

o

o

o

Of course, we need not alter our government. However, we will need to act to protect our
sacred Democracy and US Constitution from all enemies – both foreign and domestic. This time
it is obviously domestic – the elected members of both National political parties.
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Specifically, We are required to begin the deliberate replacement of the elected members of a
government that are not only not solving our problems, but are taking large campaign donations
from those that are profiting from their blatant lack of action.
Our national ancestors bravely stood-up in 1776 and accomplished what had never been done or
even thought of before. They defeated King George II and the British Empire. In so doing, they
gave us the US Constitution. That great document allows We the People to “correct” our
government should its leadership drift away from the rules of Democracy. Given the Republican
Party leadership’s behavior over the last five (5) years, in particular, it is most prudent to reflect
on the words of the Founders in the Declaration of Independence. Always remember, it is the
People’s, the Masses government to correct, control, and direct!
o

o

o

o

My fellow Americans, WE MUST NOW execute our seemingly radical yet very practical
Electoral Plan to begin the replacement of oppressive elected officials. Those would include
many failed elected members of the US Congress and in the 50 State legislatures, as well. To be
perfectly clear, both parties are surely to blame and both will lose many elected members.
Thus, we must call-out those in today’s Republican leadership that blatantly lies to the public,
subverts institutional norms, and rejects long-held Democratic values. False leadership that for
the sake of political power would destroy Democracy without hesitation. The elected
Republicans in the US Congress and 50 State legislatures willingly drink the Kool-Aid they are
given. No matter how many of their own voters are suffering from all their lies and inaction.
And they all do it in order to keep their precious jobs.
Our national ancestors forcefully rejected the oppression of their English dictatorship.
We the People of 2021, will not allow the dictatorial desires of the Republican Party’s leadership
and its mindless elected members to destroy our sacred Democracy. They deserve to receive the
Public’s – the Voter’s wrath. And, we shall deliver it to them beginning in November 2022…
o

o

o
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Overview of Our Winning Electoral Strategy
This will summarize the Plan’s attitude and direction in our Electoral assault on the elected
membership of the Republican and Democrat Parties. This narrative will focus on the US
Congress in the coming 2022 Congressional Election. The 50 State legislatures will follow a
similar process.
Whether We Like it or Not this is Our Common-Sense Approach
We will act to do what needs to done to accomplish the following:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Overall, our intent is to defeat/remove as many Republican incumbents from the US Senate
and US House, as possible. Because they are the obvious legislative roadblock.
In each congressional race, we will approach this in one (1) of two (2) ways. First and
preferably, we will select and run an Independent candidate that is supports the TIPA
Platform against the Republican incumbent. Realistically, we will have mixed results in that
scenario in 2022.
Secondly, if we are not able do not find an Independent to run, we will often support the
Democrat’s candidate for the given seat. No, the Democrats are not getting off easy here.
Starting in 2021 and throughout 2022, we will be publicly challenging all Democrats to begin
aggressively supporting the TIPA Platform. Yes, this means Democrats that are currently in
the US Senate and House. They must finally realize the Democrats do not have a publicly
attractive platform.
The intent being that if we cannot run a TIPA Platform supporting Independent against a
given Republican incumbent, we will pressure their Democrat opponent to support the TIPA
Platform to the Voters. That way the Voters will see the Democrat as working to solve their
real problems.
The policy extremes of the Republican Conservatives and the Democrat Liberal/Progressives
will be replaced. Replaced with Moderate and practical problem-solving legislation.
And the Voters will love it!
Our blunt message to the elected Democrats and their Party’s leadership is that they do not
offer a legislative Platform that the vast majority of Voters and the nation wants or needs.
The TIPA Platform presents the real problem-solutions that the People and nation needs. We
will work with them, and push them, to begin submitting and promoting that legislation
immediately. And continue to push them next year right up to the 2022 Election Day.
The American public will observe and greatly appreciate our Independent intent to work
“with” the Democrats to solve a given problem and then immediately move on to solving the
next one. You know – Progress!
Simply put, we are going to work aggressively to all but eliminate the Republican Party over
the next few Election cycles, both in the US Congress and the 50 State legislatures. We will
diligently work with the Democrats to solve the People’s problems over the next year and for
many years to come.
o

o

o
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Our Critical Voting Objectives
Regarding the Republicans:
•
•

•

What is most critical in 2022, my fellow Americans? We must work and vote to end the
Republican legislative blockade in the US Senate.
Luckily in 2022, some 20 Republican held Senatorial seats are up for election. We need to
defeat as many of them, as possible. This significant Electoral achievement by the Voters
will remove legislative power from the ‘little dictator” of the last 21 years, Senator Mitch
McConnell. Unfortunately, McConnell is not up for re-election in 2022.
While the US House, remaining Moderate Republicans, if there are any could escape the
Voters wrath in 2022. But, hopefully many of the extreme and legislatively ridiculous
Conservatives could lose their precious House seats on November 8, 2022.

Regarding the Democrats:
•
•

•

•

I firmly believe that the general public has had more than enough of the extreme and too
often whining Democrats in the House and Senate.
In 2022, some 14 Democrat held Senatorial seats up for election. Please remember that our
primary goal is to defeat of the Republicans in the US Senate. Therefore, we must act
cautiously when it comes to the US Senate.
To be clear, should a Democrat Senator loses in 2022, it must only be to one (1) of our
Independent candidates.
After the 2022 Election, our true goal must be to have least 60 Democrat and Independent,
US Senators. Today that number is only 50. Working with a Senate majority, Democrats and
Independents will work together to pass problem-solving legislation for the Common Good.
Incumbent Democrats in the US House will need consider becoming a bit less Progressive in
the Voter’s view. Again, we will be working all year with the incumbent Democrats
encouraging them to embrace the problem-solving solutions in the TIPA Platform. The
public needs to see the potential for real harmony and problem-solving teamwork among the
members of the US Congress.

It may a bit overwhelming, but We can and will do all this for the Common Good of
330,000,000 American Citizens.
And now for our 2021/2022 Election Cycle 7-Phase Electoral Game Plan.

o

o

o
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The 2021/2022 Election Cycle 7-Phase Electoral Game Plan
Now let us take a first look at the seven (7) common sense 2021/2022 Electoral Campaign
Phases in our historic American Reformation.
Phase I – Present a Problem-Solving Platform that 65% or More of Our Citizens Support
General timeframe: This Platform was decades in the making and is continuing!!
President Ronald Reagan once noted that, “The people will not take to the streets unless they
know what is in it for them”.
The simple reason that Independent candidates and even Parties often fail to attract the Public’s
attention and gain their critical voting support is because they lack a comprehensive Platform of
problem solutions. Solutions that the public can connect with and see the true value of to
themselves and/or the nation. Independents historically enter the national political arena
championing only one (1) or two (2) popular issues. Granted they are often important issues, but
the public quickly begins to lose interest when a given candidate cannot offer answers to
multiple problems. There is simply no real depth to their message.
Good News Folks – Our Independent Candidates Already Have an Acceptable Platform
Our Independent Movement will not have that problem. Our potential Independent candidates
across all 50 States need not worry about developing their set of proposals. They will have the
well-documented and comprehensive TIPA Independent Platform located at
CommonSense2nd.com. It already contains 40+ publicly acceptable problem-solving proposals,
several suggested Constitutional Amendments, and much more. I personally developed those
proposals through countless discussions with people of all types and opinions and over many
years.
I began writing the non-fiction political book, The Second Coming of Common Sense
(CS) on July 1, 2005. I completed and self-published the 718-page book in early
February 2008. The book’s centerpiece is, An American Agenda comprised of 27
proposals, plus practical social and economic perspectives. Since then, more than 13
proposals have been added that focus primarily on the Cost-of-Living struggles of our
citizens.
All those proposals were developed to have a 65% or better approval rate with the Public.
Again, Voters must see the practical value to themselves when considering voting for the
Independent candidate. They must know that our candidates will aggressively submit such
legislation and have it passed into law. Actually, do their job for the Common Good.
As stated, I am the Founder of The Independent Party of America (TIPA).
It is technically important to note that our Independent candidates in the 2022 Election, will not
be running under the name of the TIPA Independent Party! In the 2022 campaign cycle, they
will technically be required to run as Un-Affiliated candidates. However, they will all be fully
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committed to and promote the TIPA Platform in their campaign to the Voters. Or they will not
become our candidates! I will explain this approach.
This “candidate qualification technicality” is important to understand. So, allow me to
explain why that approach is both totally required and strategically wise for us. For an
Independent candidate to run under the name of a new political party, that Party is required to
establish a formal party office and become a legal entity in any and every state they plan to
run in.
The set-up and creation of such offices is time consuming, a bit tedious, and costly. That is
the reason why Independent Presidential candidates fail. They often don’t start early enough
and do not realize the overhead required to become a legitimate candidate in all 50 States.
We of course are talking about National candidates in 2022, but the same qualifications apply
at the State level for anyone running under a Party designation.
The National Parties in each State often make the rules and deadlines regarding “other”
candidates a bit more difficult whenever they can.
For example, in the 2022 Election cycle, my State of Maryland allows such candidates to
register until early in the Summer of 2022.
At the same time, the State of Texas requires such candidates to register by December
13, 2021. A full eleven (11) months before Election Day 2022! No big surprise there!
They are working to kill any upstart competition. However, we are well aware of the rules
and our Plan accounts for them to the greatest extent possible. No problem.
Once we get through the 2022 Election cycle, there will be ample time to create the proper
nationwide TIPA Party infrastructure. We win!
Therefore, folks the TIPA Party offers the Voters something that neither the Republicans or
Democrats can present to the frustrated Electorate. An actual, detailed problem-solving
legislative Platform aimed at confronting and resolving many of the social and economic
problems of our nation.
The following list presents what I view as 20 of the most publicly critical proposals from the
TIPA Platform. These critical public issues will drive the initial public awareness of our
problem-solving Independent Movement. More proposals will be presented as the campaign
progresses.
The Critical Policy Solutions Chart
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Food for All Citizens
Implement the US Re-Employment System
Suspend ALL Immigration for 2 Years
Demanding – US Constitution Abortion Rights Amendment
No Financial Reparations for Black Americans
The US Wealth Tax – The Economic Peace Tax (EPT) Policy.
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7. A Fixed Address for ALL of Our Citizens
8. Establish National White Americans Day
9. Cannabis Industry as a Small Business, only!
10. Hemp for American Farmers – Finally
11. Near-Term Reassignment of Bad Cops
12. The 90-Day Death Penalty (DP) Reform
13. Reformation of All Family Support Services
14. Reinstatement of the Military Selective Service Program
15. Prostitution will be Federally Legalized
16. The US Recycling Industry – For Jobs and the Environment
17. Refunding Covid19 Overcharges – Pandemic Wartime Profiteering
18. Save the Truckers Jobs
19. Regarding Our Failing Environment
20. Health Care in America is a Disgrace
Please remember these are some of the “Publicly Acceptable” 40+ problem-solving proposals
and much more to be found on the TIPA Platform website, www.CommonSense2nd.com
Phase II – Public Awareness of Independent Party Movement and Electoral Plan
General timeframe: Starting October 2021 and forward…
•
•

•

We need to promote and quickly build the Public’s awareness of, comfort with, and
acceptance of this problem-solving Platform and this Independent Movement.
Who could be interested in our Independent candidates and Movement? Most Americans!
o Independents and Moderates the most!
o Frustrated Democrats
o Frustrated Republicans
o RINOs!!!
o Patriots of all types fed-up with the way Washington doesn’t work for them.
o Those disgusted with the dysfunction of the US Congress, their Stare and Local
legislatures.
o Others, including those just sick and tired of all levels of government!
What we need to communicate to the Voters:
• The campaign strategy to actually replace failed incumbents of both Parties.
• The TIPA Platform located on the website www.CommonSense2nd.com.
• The search is on for Independent candidate(s) from their State, US District, and local
area.
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Phase III – Building Local TIPA Chapters and Researching Candidate Qualifications
Building Local TIPA Chapters
General timeframe: approximately Fall of 2021 thru 2022
•

•
•

This political Movement will logically be initially driven by Independents and Moderates
that want problems to be solved and the government to work For the People! Disenchanted
Democrats and Republicans will join them as the months go by.
We will need to begin forming a National Network of Local TIPA Chapters in every County,
Burrough, Parrish, and Major Cities.
Interested Americans will use social networking to connect with like-minded neighbors.
They will help to build a true grassroots Independent political Movement and change
American politics!

Research and Document State-by-State Candidate Qualifications and Deadlines
General timeframe: Started September 2021 and into the First Quarter of 2022
Our people will run as Petition or Write-In Candidates
•

•

We will continue my research into the “non-party affiliated” candidate qualifications for each
State. We will be documenting the State-by-State Qualifications for Petition and Write-In
candidates. That may sound strange at first, but hang in there. Because this campaign
approach will work for us and there is nothing, they can do to stop us!! Once this movement
picks up public interest and support, collecting the required number of signatures for each
seat will not be a problem. Also note that Petition candidate names are printed on the
standard Election Day Ballot! Exactly where we want to be, folks!!
While our primary focus is on the US Senate and House, we cannot let the 50 State
Congresses off the hook. That because of all the devious games they are now playing with
Voter access and Abortion rights. The research is a little tedious, but not difficult. Most
State elections staff are very helpful people. I have performed this 50 State research in past
elections.

Phase IV – Identifying Independent Candidates Committed to the TIPA Platform
General timeframe: starting as early as late 2021and ending at the same time and possibly sooner
than the regular National Party Primaries in any given State.
•
•

The Local TIPA Chapters within each State will coordinate the identification and selection of
their Independent candidates for the US House, US Senate, and other offices.
More information and guidance will be forthcoming on the candidate selection process in the
next several months. There is technically the potential for all 435 US Districts to put forth
such 2022 candidates. In 2022, there will be 33 States electing US Senators.
9
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•

•

•

Starting in the first quarter 2022, Local Chapters will begin to identify their candidates for
office to replace failing incumbents of both Parties. No, we are not trying replace all 435
House and the 33 Senate members up for re-election in November 2022.
Given our current political crisis, the Republicans deserve and should take the greater beating
in 2022. There are certainly a number Democrats that need to go home, as well. A primary
focus is both Conservative and Liberal/Progressive extremist that are not worth having in
elected office. Lately they are too often only there to disturb the process and not to fix
anything. So, they can go…
One (1) important Independent candidate requirement right up front is that we do not want
any experienced lawyers to be selected. More on the common sense of that later!

Phase V – Submit Candidate Paperwork, Conduct Campaign, Collecting Signatures,
and Voter Registration
General timeframe: approximately from April 2021 and into July 2022; this will vary greatly
based upon State-by-State guidelines.
•

•

Once the Local Chapter citizens have selected their candidate that will support the TIPA
Platform, required paper work will be submitted to the respective State Board of Elections,
and the candidates will begin campaigning for their respective US District, Senate, and other
State offices.
One encouraging and important funds saving point is that our Independent candidates will
have the great benefit of the nationwide publicity and enthusiasm surrounding this underdog
political Movement. Our candidates will not require millions of dollars to run for and win
political office.

Phase VI – Voter Registration, Plan Transportation for the Nov 8th Election
General timeframe: approximately all of 2022 thru October 2022!!!
•
•

Many Voters do not know that most States allow same year registration into October before
the election.
Registration is critical to the success of our Independent candidates

Phase VII – Get Out the Vote on November 8, 2022 – We the People Win!!!
Timeframe approximately September 2021 thru mid-January 2022
•
•
•

Local TIPA Chapters will work to help people get to the Polls on Election Day – Nov 8th!
Then we will – Get Out the Vote on November 8, 2022.
We the People and Democracy Win!!!
o

o

o
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In Closing – We the People Can and Will Meet this Challenge
Over the next challenging year, We can realistically determine to remove the first layer of
dysfunctional elected officials at the Federal, State, and even Local levels. And while the
Republicans have objectively become an active menace against Democracy and our Common
Good, the Democrats also need to be sorted out!
At the same time, we will Demand that Federal and State governments work to fix many longstanding problems. And that means prior to the 2022 Congressional Election! We will loudly
and aggressively challenge incumbent politicians of both Parties to begin implementing the
problem-solving proposals in the TIPA Platform!
Our society and economy require these problem-solving American Reforms – NOW!!!
o

o

o

o

Therefore, We the People, now need to be about our nation’s business…
So, I pray that God will continue to bless the United States of America.
Thank you and take care my fellow Americans,

A J Wildman
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